The generics purchasing program that strengthens your business, helping you find more time for patient care.

Maximize Profit
Simplify Operations
Focus on Patient Care
You deliver the care your patients deserve. PRxO Generics® helps keep your business healthy.

PRxO Generics delivers economically competitive drug choices, margin-improving solutions and performance-based rebates on a broad portfolio of generic drugs. Automated features combined with reliable and secure daily delivery simplify purchasing so you can focus on patient care.

- Competitive invoice pricing helps you manage near-term cash flow.
- Performance-based rebates grow with your commitment to the PRxO Generics formulary and help you make smart purchase decisions.
- Automated margin-improving solutions simplify purchasing and reduce costs.
- Industry-leading service levels ensure you receive timely and secure daily delivery of the right drugs to help your patients.

Margin-improving solutions help keep your business healthy, so you can continue to serve your community for the long-term.

**Price Increase Protection** bridges the gap in reimbursement payments with temporary price protection for major WAC increases.
- Receive a credit for up to 4 weeks of purchases when a PRxO Generics item incurs a one-day WAC increase of +20 percent or greater.
- Eligible quantities determined by your pharmacy’s historical 4-week average based on product purchases in previous months.

**Product Access** solutions maintain reliable supply and save you time when an ordered item is out of stock.
- **Alternate Size Substitution** automatically substitutes an alternative size, rebate-eligible PRxO Generics equivalent item when the size of primary item ordered is out of stock.
- **Enhanced Secondary** automatically price-matches and substitutes a secondary item when the ordered PRxO Generics primary item is out of stock and a secondary alternative is available.
- **PRxO Generics Select** extends the PRxO Generics formulary to include selected patient-preferred manufacturers.

---

1 This solution requires ACAP

* AmerisourceBergen reserves the right to modify PRxO Generics features at any time. Certain categories of PRxO Generics items are not eligible for rebates. Contact your AmerisourceBergen representative for eligibility and enrollment questions. Discount Reporting and Safe Harbor. Participating pharmacies must comply with all laws and reporting requirements on all reports or claims submitted to federal or state healthcare programs.
Rebate Maximization automatically substitutes non-PRxO Generics items with PRxO Generics equivalents that grow your rebates.

First to Shelf® helps you maximize profits and control patient costs by quickly converting branded prescriptions to newly-launched PRxO Generics products. Automated shipment of approximately two-weeks of supply, based on branded equivalent purchase history, helps you meet patient demand while limiting the potential for returns.

- **Reduce Drug Costs:** 5% discount on products shipped to your pharmacy.
- **Enhance Cash Flow:** 60-day extended dating.
- **Minimize Price Fluctuation Exposure:** 60-day price protection that absorbs longer-term fluctuations across two periods: launch through day 30; day 31 through day 60.
- **Maximize Rebates:** First to Shelf purchases count towards your performance rebates.

Manufacturer Switch Discount automatically saves you five percent off the invoice price on replacement items during the 30 days following a permanent transition of a PRxO Generics primary item to a different manufacturer.

Inside Sales generic experts help you maximize the value you receive from the PRxO Generics purchasing program.

- **Frequent Live Communication** helps you operate at the speed of the generics market.
  - Identify purchase opportunities to help maximize pharmacy profit.
  - Stay in tune with market changes including price decreases, loss of exclusivity and new product launches.
- **Quick and Convenient Access** to your PRxO Generics resource partner.

Contact your AmerisourceBergen Sales Executive for program details and to learn how PRxO Generics margin-improving solutions can benefit your pharmacy.
The value of AmerisourceBergen

Enhance the value provided by PRxO Generics and take advantage of the full suite of services offered by AmerisourceBergen. We are committed to helping you run your community pharmacy at peak efficiency and profitability.

PRxO Generics delivers economically competitive drug choices, margin-improving solutions and performance-based rebates on a broad portfolio of generic drugs. Automated features combined with reliable and secure daily delivery simplify purchasing so you can focus on patient care.

Compete more effectively and attract new patients by positioning your pharmacy as an expert resource with the most credible, valuable services. Experienced Good Neighbor Pharmacy business coaches help you grow prescription revenue and profit by tailoring your business to meet the unique needs of your community.

Achieve profitable patient access through a unique mix of preferred and standard plans. Ensure you receive the reimbursement you are owed by plugging profit leaks and managing claims lifecycles with our advanced features. Improve the care you deliver with patient engagement tools designed to increase adherence, improve quality measures and enhance patient outcomes.

Ask your Sales Executive how AmerisourceBergen and PRxO Generics can help you strengthen your business and expand your role as a trusted healthcare provider in your community.